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Complete transparenCy 
new standard
PressCom 10/11/2025, 08:24
The number of people that rely on video as their 
only news source has increased dramatically. 
Seventy percent of news followers – compared 
to fifty percent last year – never read any news 
items and watch news videos instead. The 
application of truth detection software explains 
this impressive increase. 
 NewTube,
 MobileNewsFlash and 
VisonPress provide 
video news every 
minute of every 
day within arm’s 
reach through 
the Personal 
Videocom. A so-
called ‘Livetrue-
scan’ in the 
camera sends a 
truth authentication 
along with the video 
signal. This way, the 
viewer will always know 
whether a person is 
speaking the truth in 
an interview. There is 
no media training that 
politicians can follow to 
circumvent the Livetrue-
scan. The software is 
based on the biological 
principle that the body can 
never lie.
 Euro commissioner Mark Rutte reports 
via Visitter: ‘I sometimes long for the old days 
when I was Prime Minister. It was easy for me 
to portray the facts creatively with a big smile. 
That is not an option anymore. It is not easy to 
be one hundred percent honest in politics, but 
I must say that I manage quite well nowadays.’ 
You can verify that Rutte really means what he 
says on PressCom’s V-site.
newsview: http://www.pressCom.comV/
2025-11-10_transparency_standard

this release is automatiCally translated
PressCom 10/11/25,  07:01
More than fifty percent of PressCom’s press releases to national media is 
translated into a foreign language by an Automated Press Release Translator 
(APRT). Given the fact that eighty percent of world news is covered by 
PressCom, the APRT is a necessity in today’s news coverage.
 Editor in chief for Chronicle For The Future Sven Argelton: ‘Written text 
has low news value, because of the perceived credibility of video reports. 
We can cut costs by automating translation activities as much as possible.’
 Press releases with political or religious content will continue to be 
monitored by professional translators. Argelton: ‘I am not looking for an 
international upheaval, because our APRT does not “understand’ subtle 
variations in use of language. Fortunately 2025 technology has not yet 
rendered us humans obonlyte.’
newsview: http://www.pressCom.com/2025-11-10_aprt

power to the road
ANP 10/11/25, 06:46
On January 1st 2026, a pilot will 
start for generating electricity on 
two lanes of highway A2 between 
Amsterdam and Utrecht. Given
the fact that commuter-and 
personal business travel is 
reduced by forty percent 
compared to 2010, two lanes 
have become obsolete for 
transportation purposes.
 Besides generating
electricity through fotoncells in 
the road, thermal energy will be 
stored and transported to the 
cities Breukelen and Maarssen. 
One kilometer of former traffic 
lane will generate enough energy 
for two hundred households. 
newsview: http://www.
newtube.com/2010-11-10_
power_to_the _road

ChroniCle For the Future 
remarkably aCCurate in 2010
PressCom 10/11/25,  05:24
A virtual 
newspaper 
from the year 
2010 proves to 
be extremely 
accurate in 
predicting the 
news for the
year 2025. 
The so-called “Chronicle For 
The Future” was presented by 
videocommunication specialist 
VisionsConnected as a stimulating 
vision for the future. As common 
practice dictated back in 2010, the 
news for 2025 was printed on paper. 
newsview: http://www.
presscom/2010-11-1_prediction_
VC_proves_accurate
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